Use research databases to find for scholarly articles

- Child Development and Adolescent Studies
- PsycInfo
- PsycArticles
- Education Research Complete
- SocIndex
- Psychology: A SAGE Full-Text Collection
- Sociology: A SAGE Full-Text Collection

Try choosing a number of relevant EBSCO databases for a more efficient search

Developed a successful search strategy? Set up an Alert

Add to folder:
- Results (1-18)
- Add search to folder: "crime prevention" and "children and community"

Create an alert:
- Email Alert
- RSS Feed

Use Permalink:
- Persistent link to search (copy & paste)
Other databases to consider:

### Using RefWorks

- Create a group account with one person’s email and share the password
- Exporting citations
  - Look for the Export button in the database you’re searching in and choose RefWorks as your Bibliographic Manager
  - In Google Scholar, choose Scholar Preferences and identify RefWorks as your Bibliographic Manager

### Writing a Literature Review:

**University of Toronto: The Literature Review**

**Writing a short literature review**